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Break through fun puzzle objectives! Earn points and prestige! See how high you can go in this endless brain teaser. Colour Flux Free Gameplay Video: *** Run and jump over a million Zorbites! Get the highest Zorb! *** Colour Flux is a fun single-player tile-matching puzzle game in which the player is challenged
to combine primary colours to create new colours to complete a variety of objectives within a time limit. You play on a board filled with a multitude of Zorbits, the hard-to-get, easy-to-catch-up little creatures that are at the centre of the game. You start out with a Zorb of your own colour that you have to collect
as many other Zorbits of the same colour as possible before you can reach the next level. Your Zorb will eventually turn into a combo that, when it reaches the top of the board, activates a breakaway effect that will send it flying high into the sky. Keep an eye out for powerups: they will help you complete your
mission! But most importantly, have fun discovering how to use their awesome powers to become a true master of the Zorb! Want to see what other people are saying about Colour Flux? Check out the What's New section. If you have any questions at all, don't hesitate to drop us a line on our email form, or let
us know on our Facebook or Twitter pages. PLEASE NOTE: Colour Flux is free to download and play but some game items can also be purchased for real money. If you do not wish to use this feature, please set up password protection for purchases in the settings of your device. Colour Flux is available in the app

store and on Google Play. Colour Flux Free Gameplay Video We hope you enjoy your time with Colour Flux and wish you the best of luck! Google Play reviews now use Google+ so it's easier to see opinions from people you care about. New reviews will be publicly linked to your Google+ profile. Your name on
previous reviews now appears as "A Google User". Google Play reviews now use Google+ so it's easier to see opinions from people you care about. New reviews will be publicly linked to your Google+ profile. Your name on previous reviews now appears as "A Google User". Write a review My review Review from
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May: Original Soundtrack Features Key:
 4. Ultra Designed, 4th Generation, closed loop, dynamo throttling, dual Lithium-ion battery

 4 full range DC motors, high power density, low current density, compact, short length
 1.5kg of free weight, uniformly and homogeneously designed, lightweight

( click here to check the handheld price )
2. Equipped with IC chip for synchronous, waterproof and dustproof feature

Expansion version : The T-shaped formation version 
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